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first Black
president of
Tiger Bay
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The first African-American mayor of St. Petersburg, Ken Welch,
made history upon raising The Carter G. Woodson Flag over City Hall on
Tuesday, Feb. 1, the official start of Black History Month. Flying the flag over a
government institution acknowledges and commemorates the contributions
Black people have made to St. Petersburg and the nation.
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ST. PETERSBURG – To officially kick off Black History
Month in St. Pete, Mayor Ken
Welch — the city’s first
African-American mayor —
raised the Carter G. Woodson
flag over City Hall on Feb. 1.
“As we recognize the contribution, struggle and achievements of Black Americans,
let’s take a moment to remember how far we have come in
our own city,” Welch said. “We
have had historic elections for
city council and for mayor.
We’ve made progress in recognizing the disparities and the

impact of structural racism in
our community and creating
and implementing meaningful
change in economic and social
equity.”
Welch noted that we also
must recognize the significant
work ahead of us to achieve
true equity for all St. Pete residents, informed by our history.
“Accurate history does
matter, and that’s why I’m honored to raise the Carter G.
Woodson flag over City Hall in
recognition of Black history,”
the mayor said, adding that he
is a strong supporter of the
city’s full partnership of the expansion of the Woodson Museum of African American

History.
Welch noted that progress
is underway in the city, like
with the recent groundbreaking at the $93 million redevelopment of the historic Jordan
Park neighborhood.
“That redevelopment will
reimagine Jordan Park, and it
will empower its residents,” he
said.
Referencing the disparity
and structural racism study
commissioned by the city,
Welch said it showed a pattern
of discrimination and inequity
in contracting, housing, criminal justice, and more. He
See HISTORY, page 15

Jamaica Vybz Grille brings authentic
Caribbean cuisine to Clearwater
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

CLEARWATER – When
brothers Taver and Reece
McEachron opened Jamaica
Vybz Grille in late October, taking
a risk in the face of COVID’s
surge, it was still two months later
than they ambitiously planned.
“We wanted to open on Aug.
6, Jamaica’s Independence Day,”
shared the younger McEachron
brother and general manager,
Reece, who said that waiting on
the inspector to approve the
building construction delayed
their opening.
Still, the restaurant’s authentically hearty fare has already
helped establish its presence as a
neighborhood favorite. And with
their mom, Lisa McEachron, in
the kitchen adding her homestyle perfection to every dish, you
can taste the authentic Caribbean
flavors in every dish.

Lisa McEachron and sons Reece (pictured) and Taver
opened an authentic Caribbean restaurant in
Clearwater named Jamaica Vybz Grille.
“We want to keep it family-oriented and as true to the Jamaican
roots as possible,” shared Reece
McEachron. While both brothers
now live in Oldsmar, Taver

McEachron emigrated to the
states in 2016, while Reece arrived more recently to help his
brother with his goal of opening

In 2021, history was made at
The Suncoast Tiger Bay Club
when for the first time in its 43
years of existence, it elected
a Black person to the office of
president, Rev J.C. Pritchett II.
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG – The Suncoast Tiger Bay Club greets visitors to its website with the words:
“Welcome to the Tigers’ Den...
[serving] …as a civic commons
where thought leaders and citizens of all political stripes come
together to discuss the pressing
issues of our time.”
Up until very recently, however, those issues failed to include
the racially fraught history of St.
Petersburg. That changed when,
in 2019, some of the realities of living in St. Pete as a Black person
versus a Caucasian person were
discussed during the Tiger Bay
lunch meeting “Race & The
Legacy of Racism in the ‘Burg.”
It was a historical conversation, the first time in the group’s
history that it focused solely on
race in the city. Then-president
Elise Minkoff promised it would
not be the last, noting that the
lunch crowd’s attendance for that
event was the largest they had
that year.
In 2021, history was made
again at the club, when for the
first time in its 43 years of existence, it elected a Black person to
the office of president. Rev J.C.
Pritchett II, pastor of St. Pete’s
Faith Church, took the helm after
being selected last December and
sees his election as yet another
sign of St Pete’s changing conversations on equity in the city.
While he is a pastor, as a native
of the Childs Park area, Pritchett
has an even longer history as a
community activist and political
force. His relationship with Tiger
Bay dates back to 1991 when at
the age of 21, Pritchett served as
campaign manager for city council candidate Charles Shorter,
who was the young activist’s professor at St. Petersburg College.
Later, Pritchett also gained experience under Supervisor of
Elections Dorothy Ruggles, of
whom Pritchett noted, “I learned
a lot from her. She was so fair, so

See GRILLE, page 15

See PRESIDENT, page 11
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Are you interested in being a radio guest?
Radio Personality Princess Denise Wright
of Matters of the Heart Radio Ministry
is looking forward to you being a guest on
her global radio broadcasting network on
99.1 FM JAMS. Matters of the Heart Radio
Ministry has been broadcasting for the past 16 years locally and
internationally, all the way into Jamaica. For additional information
about scheduling a guest interview or promoting your business,
book, music CD or non-profit organization, please call 727-488-8818
or email princessdenise.8818@yahoo.com
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CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISPOSE OF
CITY-OWNED REAL ESTATE
The CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG is in receipt of an offer from Namaste Homes,
LLC, to develop ±23,850 sq. ft. of City-owned property generally located at
1805 18th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, Florida 33712, Legal Description: Lots 23
& 24, Less Road R/W, and Lots 25& 26, Phoenix Park, Parcel ID#25-31-16-68760000-023 and 25-31-16-68760-000-0250. The property is located within the South
St. Petersburg Community Redevelopment Area. A copy of the offer can be obtained
from the City of St. Petersburg, Municipal Services Center, Real Estate & Property
Management Department, 9th Floor, One - 4th Street North, St. Petersburg, Florida
33701 or on the City's website: www.stpete.org/realestate.
Notice is hereby given pursuant to F.S. 163.380, that the CITY OF ST.
PETERSBURG is inviting any alternative proposals from private developers, or any
persons, interested in providing an alternative proposal undertaking the lease,
purchase, or development of the site. Proposals must be delivered not later than
10:00 A.M. (ET), March 9, 2022, to City of St. Petersburg, Real Estate & Property
Management, Municipal Services Center, One – 4th Street North, 9th Floor,
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701. Preferred method of proposal delivery is via email to
Dennis Weber, Real Estate Coordinator, at dennis.weber@stpete.org. Proposals
received after the specified time and date for any reason will NOT be considered.
The CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG shall consider all qualified proposals and may
accept such alternative proposal as it deems to be in the public interest.

PUBLIC NOTICE
THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
JORDAN PARK PROJECT BASED VOUCHER (PBV) WAITING LIST
The St. Petersburg Housing Authority (SPHA) will be accepting pre-applications for its
Jordan Park PBV Waiting List, beginning at 8:00 a.m. EST on Monday, February 07, 2022,
until 5:00 p.m. EST on Thursday, February 10, 2022. Due to the COVID 19 pandemic,
SPHA is accepting pre-applications online at www.waitlistcheck.com/FL2738. No preapplications will be accepted after the deadline of 5:00 p.m. EST on Thursday, February
10, 2022.

Bank of America awards
$1 million to SPC to strengthen
Tampa Bay’s workforce pipeline
ST. PETERSBURG –
St. Petersburg College
(SPC) announced a partnership with Bank of
America to increase economic mobility in the
Tampa Bay region and
address the needs of employers in key industries.
Bank
of
America
awarded SPC a $1 million
grant to support the job
placement of students
who are near the end of
their educational pathway
with a focus on students
of color and those struggling
financially
to
achieve their career
goals.
Over the next three
years, SPC is projected to
place a minimum of 500
students into high-wage,
in-demand careers by
building a sustainable talent ecosystem for the future by:
1.
Developing
a
concierge-based service
delivery model to place
students from across the
region into employment
opportunities targeting
information technology,
business, and finance and

professional services industry sectors
2. Creating a centralized alignment office that
serves as the primary
source of information and
translation between business and education
across the Tampa Bay region
“SPC is excited to collaborate with Bank of
America to strengthen
the workforce in the
Tampa Bay region by better connecting the talent
supply with industry demand,” SPC President
Dr. Tonjua Williams said.
“We know that by working together, we will help
students prepare for - and
transition into - higherpaying jobs that result in
economic prosperity, especially for those with
limited means.”
Bank of America last
year announced a $1.25
billion, five-year commitment to help advance
racial equality and economic opportunity. The
bank’s support of organizations like SPC directly
results from this commit-

ment, which focuses on
direct action in communities of color where systemic, long-term gaps
have existed, and significant change is required
to achieve sustainable
progress.
“We recognize the importance of connecting
young adults with meaningful employment opportunities,” said Bill
Goede, president, Bank
of America Tampa Bay.
“Through our partnership with SPC, we are
helping to build a
stronger pipeline of diverse talent, contributing
to a thriving Tampa Bay
community.”
SPC will lead this collaboration among regional
education
institutions, businesses,
and other sector partners
taking part in the initiative. SPC is committed to
serving the region by
helping to improve job
placement outcomes for
students and improve the
speed and efficiency of
talent acquisition for employers.

To be eligible for the Jordan Park PBV units, applicants MUST have income that does
not exceed 60% of the average medium income (AMI) for Pinellas County as determined
by HUD annually. The current HUD Income Limits for Pinellas County are listed below:

2021 HUD INCOME LIMITS

Number in Household

60% AMI

1

$31,020

2

$35,460

3

$39,900

4

$44,280

5

$47,880

6

$51,420

(left to right) Deveron Gibbons, Jason Butts,
Nathan Stonecipher, Bill Goede, Tonjua Williams,
Arielle Richardson, Jesse Turtle, Katherine Cole and Mike Carroll

If you need assistance applying, there are two locations where you can go for help. The
SPHA offices remain closed to the public due to COVID 19, but we will have staff located
outside the locations listed below that will be available to assist. COVID 19 safety measures, such as a mask wearing and social distancing, will be strictly enforced:
• Tuesday, February 8, 2022, 8AM to 12PM
SPHA Central Office (2001 Gandy Blvd N., St. Petersburg, FL 33702)
• Wednesday February 9, 2022, 12PM to 4PM
Jordan Park Management Office (1245 Jordan Park Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712)
However, applicants who need a Reasonable Accommodation can mail a written request
to SPHA at 2001 Gandy Blvd. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33702. A Reasonable Accommodation
request can also be emailed to JPWaitlist@stpeteha.org. Requests must be received by
January 27, 2022. SPHA staff will respond, as appropriate, to provide the requested assistance.
Equal Housing Opportunity: SPHA does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, familial status, or disability.
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The Woodson launches ‘Invest in Black History’ campaign
ST. PETERSBURG
The Woodson, alongside
significant donors, including corporations, held a
press conference on
Tuesday to launch the “Invest in Black History”
campaign and challenge
the community to join
their commitment. The
event was followed by the
raising of The Woodson
Flag at St. Petersburg City
Hall to celebrate the start
of Black History Month.
The Woodson also
proudly announced the
largest private investment
in the capital campaign to
expand the museum – a
$1 million gift by the
Milkey Family Foundation. Kevin and Jeanne
Milkey started the Milkey
Family Foundation to further their charitable giving to the community.
The donation by
Milkey Family Foundation is the most significant
private gift received to
date. This comes in addition to $1.2 million given
by the City of St. Petersburg, which has also
pledged to provide land
for the new museum, with
the land deal still working
toward finalization. In addition to these significant
gifts, many other donors
and corporations have
stepped forward to support the expansion of The
Woodson.
While museums are
often viewed as a place to
store history and artifacts, The Woodson
brings alive African-American history for the community. Recently, the
museum hosted a special
virtual swearing-in ceremony, celebrating the first
Black mayor elected to
lead the City of St. Petersburg, Florida. The Woodson demonstrates how
this community can learn

from history, experience
history, and make history.
The presentation, celebration, and experience
of African-American history is a year-round commitment for The Woodson
and its supporters. The
community is stepping
forward to help with the
expansion to the new museum, but it will take a
complete community effort to invest in this effort.
Individuals, sororities, fraternities, companies, and
governments are invited
to celebrate Black History
Month, committing to the
importance of Black History by investing in The
Woodson. To provide support, visit woodsonmuseum.org.
Due to The Woodson’s
growth in importance and
popularity, its mission has
outgrown its current single-story 4,000 square
foot facility. Plans and
fundraising for a new museum building slated for
30,000 square feet are underway. The museum expansion is the result of
many focus groups, community discussions, and
one-on-one engagements
with stakeholders held by
the museum’s leadership.
The community’s involvement helped guide
the project plans, ensuring it is rooted in history
and culture while preparing to meet the needs of
future generations. The
new museum will be the
first newly constructed
landmark museum in the
State of Florida dedicated
to celebrating AfricanAmerican history, art, and
culture.
The Woodson’s mission to preserve, present,
and interpret AfricanAmerican history and culture has garnered a broad
audience, including com-

munity partners, members, volunteers, and
friends. The Woodson
brings individuals together from all walks of
life, serving as a bridge
and gateway for safe, constructive, and meaningful
discussions regarding history, culture, race, equity,
and empowerment. The
museum inspires and enlightens people who seek
to learn more about the
rich untold or rarely celebrated stories and contributions
of
African
Americans.
In addition to the annual flag-raising ceremony and the Invest in
Black History Campaign
kick-off, The Woodson
will later celebrate Black
History Month with the
unveiling of a newly commissioned portrait of Dr.
Carter G. Woodson, the
museum’s namesake, and
the father of AfricanAmerican history. A
donor with a matching gift

Photos courtesy of Brittany Baldwin

Terri Lipsey Scott and The Woodson Campaign Leadership launch the
Invest in Black History Month Campaign on Tuesday.
from her company made
this special commission
possible.
The Woodson’s acclaimed “REVERBERA-

Kevin and Jeanne Milkey of the
Milkey Family Foundation talk about
investing in Black history.

TIONS: Black Artists on
Racism and Resilience”
continues its tour this
month at the Hillsborough Community College
Gallery 221, hosted by
The James Museum of
Western & Wildlife Art
the
Scarfone/Hartley
Gallery at the University
of Tampa.
The community is invited to invest in Black
history through visiting
The Woodson’s exhibitions and programming
like
“REVERBERATIONS” and the upcoming “Hero of a Thousand
Faces: Showcasing the
Stories and Contributions
of Black Men.” Investment in the significant expansion of the museum
will soon allow the museum the opportunity to
host such world-class exhibits in its own space.
The Woodson
Since its opening in
2006, The Woodson has
maximized its modest
4,000 square foot space,

providing some of the
most robust AfricanAmerican history programming
in
the
Southeast United States.
Before the Smithsonian
National Museum of
African American History
& Culture, The Woodson
was named one of the 17
“must-see” museums in
the nation.
Today, the museum
serves as a bridge and
gateway for safe, constructive, and meaningful
discussions regarding history, culture, race, equity,
and empowerment, bringing individuals together
from all walks of life. The
new and expanded location for The Woodson will
serve as an anchor for the
revitalization of 22nd
Street, the heart of a vibrant and prosperous
African-American community during the time of
segregation, a hub of
Black businesses, homes,
and entertainment on St.
Pete’s south side.

Breaking
the Cycle
REV. DR. ROBERT L.
HARRISON, PH.D.
Men of S.T.E.E.L. Ministries
www.menofsteelministries.com

Praise the Lord everyone.
I’ve expanded the
scope of why we continue
to have the same societal
issues and communication disconnect that hinders the growth and
explain the inability to
unit as a people for the
better good.
I have decided that as
things have become
more and more abundantly clear, God continues to show me that the
more I became active and
attempted to fight for the
righteous with spiritual
justice, the more distant
folks became because the
reality is that they are not
looking for it, or at least
not God’s way.
You see, doing things
God’s way hinders their
hidden agendas. While
they appear to be fighting
for the neighborhoods
and communities, they
are just making sure that
they are able to make
their next mortgage payments and stack that
paper for a rainy day.
If you don’t have a
spiritual perspective, you
won’t be able to see or
identify it because they
are so religious, they will
trick you into believing
they are fighting with you
all the while they are
fighting against you.
Jesus warned of
them.
Matthew 7:21-23 New
King James Version

(NKJV)
21 “Not everyone
who says to Me, ‘Lord,
Lord,’ shall enter the
kingdom of heaven, but
he who does the will of
My Father in heaven. 22
Many will say to Me in
that day, ‘Lord, Lord,
have we not prophesied
in Your name, cast out
demons in Your name,
and done many wonders
in Your name?’ 23 And
then I will declare to
them, ‘I never knew you;
depart from Me, you who
practice lawlessness!’
Notice that they performed well. Most are
those “pretty preaching”
pastors, who hoop and
dance all across the pulpit and entertain the people but their words have
no real power because it
doesn’t affect change for
the betterment of the
people as a whole. When
did God’s words not have
power?
The Meritorious Manumission Act of 1710
During the enslavement period of Africans
in America, the Meritorious Manumission Act of
1710 was enacted in Virginia. It was the legal act
of freeing a slave for
“good deeds,” as defined
by the national public policy, and could be granted
to a slave who saved the
life of a white master or
his property, invented
something from which a
slave master could make

Bishop Buzzkill is back!
a profit, or “snitched” on
a fellow slave who was
planning a slave rebellion
or to run away.
Let’s assume that’s
where the term “selling
out” came from. Three
hundred years later,
black folks are still dealing with sellouts, but I
think we should take a
different look at this
issue.
Selling out is a very
negative term, especially
among black folks. But
for those who sell-out, it
seems to be a very profitable term. Some of our
prominent
black
spokespersons are very
well off financially because they sold out.
They started out as
strong black advocates
and activists, and now
they are nothing more
than sycophants for various causes, political parties, businesses, and
politicians.
I have often been told
that everyone has a number, a price they would
accept to sell-out. I wonder what the number was
for Marcus Garvey. I
wonder if he even had a
number.
When I listen to his
speeches and read his papers, I doubt it. Also, I
think about Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. and how
much it would have taken
for him to sell-out.
Although many do
have a special number, a

3

price for which they
would sell-out, there have
been and still are, some
who did not and seemingly will not sell-out, no
matter what. That’s
where economic empowerment applies.
The more self-reliant
we are, the less apt we
are to sell-out because we
have our own economic
independence and cannot
be bought. Oh, that our
leaders were all economically secure and had a
high level of consciousness; where would we be
now?
Business ownership
and control, with the ability to create jobs, as well
as a code of conduct
among our people, yes,
complete with penalties
and sanctions, would curtail the inappropriate behavior of selling one
another out. Some of our
“leaders” are known for
selling us out, and we
know who they are. I
don’t know how they are
sleeping, but I know they
are eating pretty well
from having done so.
They rail against “the
man” or criticize us, their
brothers and sisters, in
order to obtain their manumission. The question
is: Are they really to
blame for our demise?
As I said, we know who
they are, so I ask, “What
is our role in their actions?”
Are we really en-

ablers for these Benedict
Arnolds? Some of us, despite knowing who the
culprits are, are like
Pavlov’s dog, salivating at
every word they speak
and hoping for a treat or
some other reward because we have been so
obedient to them.
So who’s the real culprit in the sell-out game?
The one selling out or the
one(s) buying in? We will
always be sold out if we
keep buying in to the
empty rhetoric and promises of good times to
come. We will continue to
complain about the sellouts, but we will also continue to be left out of the
prosperity they enjoy.
Dr. Carter G. Woodson said, “Negroes,
choose their leaders but
unfortunately they are
too often of the wrong
kind. Negroes do not
readily follow persons
with constructive programs. Almost any sort of
exciting appeal or trivial
matter presented to them
may receive immediate
attention and temporarily
at least liberal support.”
We choose and follow
sell-outs with great zeal,
so we should stop blaming them and start blaming
ourselves.
The
sell-out/buy-in game is
most prevalent in political
circles, or at least connected to politics in some
way or another.
Black people are di-

vided over the most trivial political issues, unlike
other
groups
that
couldn’t care less – they
care about economics.
Blacks are also divided
over personalities, and as
Woodson said, we usually
go with the mis-leading,
do-nothing politicians,
and the ones who are
scared to make waves.
You know the type,
docile, non-threatening,
scratching and grinning,
and all talk but no action.
But so what? They are
gettin’ paid and lovin’ it.
We are the ones who are
suffering because even
though we are holding
fast and not selling out,
we are buying in to the
sell-out’s mission. We
may as well be selling out
ourselves.
The point is that we
should stop concentrating so much on who is
selling out and spend
more time dealing with
the fact that many of us
are buying in to what
they say and do. We
must be critical thinkers
and let these manumission seekers know that
while they may continue
to sell-out, we will not
continue to follow them.
That’s on us, brothers
and sisters, not them.
Till next week,
Blessings,
Bishop Dr. Robert L.
Harrison, Jr., Ph.D.
Aka Bishop Buzzkill
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Clearwater CATCH student starts bike-lighting business and
Let’s Glow Riding cycling group
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

CLEARWATER – Let’s
Glow Riding was founded
by Clearwater cycling enthusiast Juli Worthington.
Her “Glow Rides” started
as a way for people to ride
together in a fun, safe biking event. When Worthington started lighting
up her bike and those of
friends and family with a
variety of otherworldly
LED strips, the brilliant
(literally)
night-riding
concept was born.
Worthington’s concept
began back in 2017. “I
used to ride my bike
every night in the neighborhood, and I was always scared I was going
to get hit, so I started putting lights on my bike,”
she shared.
She was hooked when
her husband bought her
LED lights to put on the
bike.
“I started buying more
and more lights. People
asked me where I got
them and did I buy my
bike that way, or did I rent
it. I started telling them,
‘Go to Amazon, that’s
where I got mine.’”

By
2018,
friends
started “insisting” that
she outfit their bikes. As
she started doing them,
she thought that she
could sell and install the
lights herself. She started
researching where to buy
the strips and how to put
them on bikes with the
correct adhesive.
Worthington had her
first group “holiday ride”
in 2019, right before the
pandemic hit. As COVID
began to spread, she and
a small group of friends
started to go riding to
fight the boredom and
lack of outside activities.
“In 2020, it was basically eight or 10 of us. We
all lived in the same
neighborhood, and it was
like, hey, Clearwater’s totally shut down. Let’s go
down to Clearwater
Beach and ride! Safety
Harbor’s completely shut
down. Let’s go to Safety
Harbor and ride up and
down Main Street!”
As more people asked
about the bikes, Worthington said, “I got business cards and told
people I light up bikes.”
Since running a business had been on her

mind, Worthington joined
the Clearwater CATCH
program class in the
spring of 2019. Clearwater business professional
Marilyn Turman taught
the class.
“It was really good; I
recommend it to people
all the time,” said Worthington. “I got a lot of
business principles out of
it, like time management.
I really liked the fact that
everyone shared because
everyone was at a different level. I liked the camaraderie.”
Meanwhile, as the initially small group of Glow
Riders on their vibrantly
colored bikes continued
to catch people’s attention, eventually vaccinations became available,
and Worthington decided
to make the Facebook
page Let’s Glow Riding.
“I announced where
we’re going to be every
Saturday night. And then
it’s show up and ride,”
said the light-loving enthusiast. And, she noted,
anybody can ride; a rider’s
bike doesn’t have to be lit.
Worthington estimated
that 20-30 percent of new
riders don’t have lights

when they first join, but
by the fifth ride, most people want lights.
The experience of the
ride is a draw even without lights “because it’s
fun, and it’s awesome.
When we ride through
Dunedin, we do the trail,
and when we ride past the
bars along the trail, it’s
like a concert. They’re all
screaming and hollering
and clapping for us.”
The Glow Riders do 10
miles each Saturday
night, which takes about
two hours. Whether it’s
Clearwater,
Dunedin,
Snell, or Davis Island, the
group meets at the location, and after taking basic
directions from Worthington’s husband or a community leader who knows
the trail, the fun begins.
“We stop maybe two
or three times, and we
ride slow because we’re
trying to keep everybody
together.” Worthington
said the largest crowd of
Glow Riders had been 79,
but the average number
of riders is 32.
“We’re just riding, and
we’re having a good time,
and everybody’s talking
and getting to know each
other. And then we’re
making noise; everybody’s got bells and
horns, and some people
have their own little
speakers, and they’re
playing music. Everyone’s having a good time.”
Initially, Worthington
did all the bike-lighting in
her home, but now she’s
doing the work out of
Dunedin’s GypSea Blue at
357 Scotland Ave. “People
can drop off their bikes,

Juli Worthington
and I can light up their
bikes there and don’t
have to worry about tearing up my living room,”
she laughed.
Sometimes
people
come to get their bikes lit,
and she never sees them
again, including a couple
who came from Venice
Beach. Another woman
comes from Sarasota to
ride with the group. Worthington admits that kind
of engagement humbles
her.
“I’m amazed that people like lights as much as
I do. People will stop me
and say, ‘This made me so
happy.’ Or the people that
are watching, they’ll clap
and say, ‘Thank you, it
made me smile,’ or ‘it
made my night.’”
Some people have
shared stories of going
through a divorce or hav-

ing a lot going on at home
and will tell Worthington
how the Glow Rides are
getting them through.
One person told her,
“This is my happy place.”
And for Worthington,
the weekly Saturday night
ride isn’t a difficult commitment because it’s
something she does for
herself first. “I tell people
that I’m going riding here
on Saturday night. Y’all
want to come? And if only
two people showed up, I
really wouldn’t care. I’m
still riding.”
For more information
on Let’s Glow Riding, visit
their Facebook page. To
learn more about how to
get your bike lit, visit Let’s
Glow LED. To check out
her available accessories
to light your bike, visit
www.etsy.com/shop/Lets
GlowLED.
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The intersection of 9th Ave. S and 22nd St., St. Petersburg
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Mindfulness Hour of Meditation & Yoga
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Mayor Ken Welch kicks off the 2022 festival!
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Motivating the youth through music
BY FRANK DROUZAS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Corey Thornton, a motivator by trade and a performer at heart, speaks to
young people in the language they’ve always understood — catchy music.
A recording artist and
motivational speaker, the
St. Pete native, travels to
schools and venues all over
the state, sharing his brand
of “edutainment” to convey
important and inspirational
messages through song. In
original tracks such as
“School Rock,” he raps over
a thumping beat, encouraging children to stay in
school and stay focused on
their dreams, while in
“Cash Me In Da Library,”
he sings about the value of
reading skills.
“You can’t just be a motivational speaker these

days,” he said. “You’ve got
to have a little something
extra to draw them in. Do
the songs, earn their respect, and I could talk to
them.”
During his middle
school days in the musical
theater program, Thornton
took up jazz, tap, and acting
before attending the Pinellas County Center for the
Arts at Gibbs High. Later,
while working at an academy program for at-risk
youths, Thornton saw too
many kids who had made
bad decisions and wanted
to motivate them to stay on
the right track.
“I saw firsthand them
being locked up away from
their parents for a while because of the choices that
they made,” he said. “As a
musical artist, I thought, let
me write about what they’re
going through and what it’s
like in this facility being

locked up, and try to reach
the kids before they end up
in that program.”
Almost two decades
later, Thornton, 44, still performs “individualized” concerts,
tailoring
his
approach to the needs of
his young audiences by
writing and performing
songs that address specific
issues.
“We base our concerts
based on what each school
is struggling with,” he explained. “They’ll say, ‘Ok,
we’ve had some problems
with bullying going on. Can
you rap some songs that
talk about bullying and
what it’s like to show respect to each other?’ Then I
would talk to the students,
like a motivational speaking
engagement, about what I
just rapped about.”
The focus of these performances could be about
criticizing bullying, boost-

Corey Thornton is a recording artist and motivational speaker who travels
to schools and venues all over the state, sharing his brand of “edutainment”
to convey essential and inspirational messages through song.

ing school attendance, or
even passing the Florida
Standard Assessment tests.
“I would relieve a lot of
anxiety and stress on the
students when I come in to
pump them up and let them
know, ‘Hey, I’ve been there,
done that, but if you take
these simple steps, you can
pass the test!’”
Though the pandemic
has made things more challenging for Thornton to
perform, it has not deterred
him. In 2020, he put out motivational speaking clips
that the schools would play
in the classrooms and even
did some virtual concerts.
In the past year, however,
he has been able to give
concerts outdoors on
school grounds in person,
which he believes is essential in conveying the full energy of the performance.
To help get his messages across, he has also
partnered with the Juvenile
Welfare Board of Pinellas,
which provides funding for
many educational programs in the county. At the
beginning of every school
year, the organization sponsors Thornton to spread his
musical messages to 10 to
15 schools around Pinellas.
“They know that music
is the key to reach our next
generations,” Thornton
said, “so they partnered
with me, a motivational
speaking artist, and we got
together and produced a
song to encourage students
to go to school, which is
called “Every Day Counts.”
Also, in partnership
with JWB, Thornton wrote
a song encouraging students to log on and do their
schoolwork whenever they
must attend classes remotely. He has even
teamed up with Heine-

mann Publishing for his biography “Rapping for Kids:
Corey’s Story,” a book in
the grade four Fountas &
Pinnell Classroom™ (FPC)
Guided Reading Collection.
“Right now, a lot of people are struggling with their
reading skills across the
United States, so they make
books to inspire students to
read,” he said. “And what a
way to partner with me, to
show them a positive guy
that goes out to rap! They
wrote a book on my life —
going out to schools to perform for students — and
they used my book to help
teach fourth graders how
to read.”
Heinemann printed
one million copies in early
2020 and distributed them
to schools across the
country.
“When they did that,
that’s when my emails
started blowing up for virtual concerts and gigs in
different schools!” Thornton said.
His biography has attracted far-reaching attention. He got the chance to
shine in the national spotlight when he appeared on
Good Morning America in

the summer of 2020, talking about his goal to motivate children through his
music. Thornton also
spins as a DJ at various
events, including weddings, parties, and corporate functions.
“Parks and venues and
anything family entertainment,” he said, “because I
keep all the music clean,
and I keep everybody engaged.”
Not only has Thornton
developed a following with
his music on YouTube and
Spotify, but more rewarding for him, he has made
lifelong fans of school kids
that he’s touched through
his music and lyrics. Many
reach out to him years
after graduating, having
found success in their lives
and fulfilling careers.
“They’ll
be
like,
‘Thank you for motivating
me when I was in school
— now I really, really understand what you were
talking about because I’m
living it!’” he said. “That
makes me feel good. I just
keep pushing with the
mission!”
To reach Frank Drouzas,
email fdrouzas@theweeklychallenger.com
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THE FUTURE IS FEMALE
JANUARY 20

Join us for a marathon performance by celebrated pianist
Sarah Cahill featuring more than sixty women composers
from around the globe. Cahill kicks oﬀ with a blind listening
session in which she plays compositions by both men and
women, questioning what we conceive as gender in music
through the ages. Lee Krasner’s masterful painting, Re-Echo,
is showcased during the performance. Audience members
are encouraged to drop in and listen for any length of time.

2-8 pm, Marly Room.
Free with museum admission.

OUR WALLS
JANUARY 24–30

Participate in a week-long community art display on the
front lawn of the MFA. Using Hughie Lee-Smith’s The Walls,
we invite adults and children to create a response to the
barriers that walls create in our everyday lives.

Free on the front lawn of the
Museum of Fine Arts.

Hughie Lee-Smith, American, 1915–1999, The Walls, 1954, Oil on board, 24 x 36 in.,
Art Bridges. © 2021 Estate of Hughie Lee-Smith / Licensed by VAGA at ARS, NY

SPIRAL FULL CIRCLE
JANUARY 27

Enjoy a multi-genre evening of performances celebrating
Spiral, a collective of Black artists formed in the mid-1960s
who navigated both the Civil Rights Movement and their
individual artistic practices.
Featured performing artists:
Tenea D. Johnson, author
Speculative ﬁction inspired by Emma Amos
Cranstan Cumberbatch, actor
Performance centered on Romare Bearden
Butch Thomas, musician
Musical suite inspired by Norman Lewis

7–9 pm, Marly Room. Free with museum admission.
Enjoy special pricing every Thursday after 5:00 pm. Admission for adults is only $10 after 5:00 pm

These programs are generously sponsored by
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Experts In Life-Changing Care
By Karen Davis-Pritchett M.Ed., Empath Health Vice President of Access and Inclusion

Honoring Black History Month
During Black History
Month, we celebrate the
contributions,
experiences and voices of
African Americans. It is a
celebration of what was,
what is and what is to
come. We take a collective reverent pause to
honor the trailblazers that
fought for freedoms, created inventions, built our
cities, and served as
elected officials.
Not only do we honor
famous African Americans that we learn about
in our textbooks or see on
the television screen, but

we also honor those of
you in our community
that is intentional about
making a difference. You
elevate the understanding and conversations of
equity, diversity, and inclusion through your
work and witness. As a result of that elevation, our
communities and cities
are being transformed.
This year’s national
Black History theme is
“Black Health and Wellness.” In many areas of
healthcare, the AfricanAmerican community is
underserved and is dis-

proportionately affected
by chronic conditions.
Empath Health is committed to serving the AfricanAmerican community.
We will continue to
build and cultivate partnerships with individuals,
organizations, and community groups that can
expand our outreach and
presence within the community to increase access
to our programs and
services.
Empath Health is
here for all stages of care,
all dimensions of wellbeing, and all aspects

dear to one’s life.
Whether that is providing
skilled home health services, personal care, and
elder care services to
help clients remain independent or wrap-around
services for people living
with HIV/AIDS. When it
is time for end-of-life care,
we meet patients with
compassion, wherever
they call home.
These services are vitally important for our
community to access. We
are here to improve the
quality of life for community members living with

a chronic or advanced illness and provide grief
and caregiver support.
We are here for you
and your loved ones. We
are walking next to you.
Together, let’s continue to teach children
the rich heritage of Black
Americans, including the
struggles, triumphs, and
impactful lessons that our
experiences have cultivated. May each of us be
committed to teaching
the legacy of our forefathers and foremothers as
we lift up our community
members to create their

legacies of empowerment, encouragement,
and the varied dimensions of wellness. As we
look to history to inspire
and teach us, let’s work in
the present to be agents
of change, collaborators,
and dream cultivators, to
ensure health equity and
wellness.
During Black History
Month and beyond, Empath Health celebrates
the contributions, lives,
stories and history of
African Americans in our
community and our
country.

Honor student Mykenzi Davis-Cowart nominated for the Congress of
Future Medical Leaders

Mykenzi
Davis-Cowart

ST PETERSBURG –
Mykenzi Davis-Cowart, a
junior at Boca Ciega High
School, is a delegate to
the Congress of Future
Medical Leaders from
March 26 & 27.
The Congress is an
honors-only program for
high school students who
want to become physicians or go into medical
research fields. The purpose of this event is to
honor, inspire, motivate,
and direct the top students in the country interested in these careers, to
stay true to their dream
and, after the event, to
provide a path, plan and
resources to help them
reach their goal.

Dr. Mario Capecchi
signed Mykenzi’s nomination, winner of the Nobel
Prize in Medicine, and the
Science Director of the
National Academy of Future Physicians and Medical Scientists to represent
Florida based on her academic achievement, leadership potential, and
determination to serve
humanity in the field of
medicine.
During the two-day
Congress, Mykenzi will
join students from across
the country and hear
Nobel Laureates and National Medal of Science
Winners talk about leading medical research. She
will be given advice from

Ivy League and top medical school deans on what
to expect in medical
school, witness stories
told by patients living
medical miracles, be inspired by fellow teen medical science prodigies, and
learn about cutting-edge
advances in the future in
medicine and medical
technology.
This is a crucial time
in America when we need
more doctors and medical
scientists who are even
better prepared for a future that is changing exponentially.
Focused,
bright and determined
students such as Mykenzi
are our future, and she deserves all the mentoring

and guidance we can give
her.
The Academy offers
free services and programs to students who
want to become physicians or go into medical
science. Some of the benefits include online social
networks through which
future doctors and medical scientists can communicate; opportunities for
students to be guided and
mentored by physicians
and medical students, and
communications for parents and students on college acceptance and
finances, skills acquisition, internships, career
guidance and much more.
The National Acad-

emy of Future Physicians
and Medical Scientists
was founded on the belief
that we must identify
prospective medical talent
at the earliest possible age
and help these students
acquire the necessary experience and skills to take
them to the doorstep of
this vital career. Based in
Washington, D.C., and
with offices in Boston, the
Academy was chartered
as a nonpartisan, taxpaying institution to help address this crisis by
working to identify, encourage and mentor students who wish to devote
their lives to the service of
humanity as physicians,
medical scientists.
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St. Petersburg Arts Alliance 8th annual MUSE
Awards recognizes six local ‘muses’
ST. PETERSBURG –
MUSE is back honoring
local artists and celebrating our City of the Arts at
the fabulous Morean Center for Clay in the Warehouse Arts District on
Friday, March 4.
MUSE celebrates the
diversity of all the arts
and culture in St. Petersburg. It pays tribute to the
remarkable talent and variety that can be discovered around every corner
of our amazing city. Celebrate with all of us, as you
will
experience
an
evening of visual and performing art that will
lighten your heart and lift
your spirits! Our goal is to
share all that art can do –
communicate,
inspire,
connect, and deliver limitless possibilities.
Gourmet delicacies
and cool libations will
awaken your taste buds.
Music will make you tap
your toes and want to
dance. SPAA promises
some of St. Pete’s finest
entertainers — present
and future. We will showcase arts in forms that will
delight you with engaging
displays and outstanding
performers.
Paul Wilborn and Eugenie Bondurant again
host the event! For information and to purchase
tickets,
please
visit
stpeteartsalliance.org/mu
se/. Congratulations to
these MUSE Award Honorees!
•
MUSE
Visual
Arts Award Honoree,
ZuluPainter (Carlos Culbertson). Zulu is a local

multi-media artist who
works in traditional mediums and body paint, special effects and scenic art.
An aerosol-based mural
artist, Zulu Painter’s work
can be seen across
Florida, and whose murals in Historic Midtown
have lent to the art revitalization in this bustling
area.
• MUSE Performance
Arts Award Honoree,
Matthew
McGee.
Matthew has been performing for over 20 years
as an actor and drag
artist. His irreverent drag
style is a mix of high
camp and 1960’s Hollywood cocktail party glamour.
Matthew
has
appeared in musicals and
plays in and out of drag as
an actor. He has received
numerous awards and accolades, including BroadwayWorld.com’s Favorite
Leading Actor in a Musical, Theatre Tampa Bay
Award winner for both
Leading and Featured
Actor in a Musical and
has been voted Best Local
Drag Performer in Creative Loafing’s Best of
The Bay issue.
• MUSE Literary
Arts Award Honoree, Gloria Muñoz. Gloria is a
Colombian American author who writes across
genres for children and
adults. Her poetry book
Danzirly won the Academy of American Poets
Ambroggio Prize. A literary translator and advocate for multilingual
writing, Muñoz was
awarded Lumina’s Multi-

lingual Nonfiction Prize.
She was also recently part
of Tin House’s inaugural
Young Adult Fiction
Workshop.
• MUSE Patron of the
Arts Award Honorees
David and Becky Ramsey.
David and Becky have
been avid art collectors
for the past 40 years in St.
Petersburg. They first
began collecting from
Florida Craft Art and have
supported the organization the entire time. Their
collection primarily includes craft arts (glass,
clay, textile, and sculptural work). Both have
been supportive of local
art organizations as well.
• MUSE Arts Ambassador Award Honoree,
Chad Mize. Chad Mize is
a multi-media artist, designer and muralist residing in St. Pete. He was
born in New Orleans in
1974 and then moved to
Tampa Bay where he
spent most of his childhood. An early interest in
art earned a BFA in Visual Communications at
the University of Mississippi. With a love for past
and contemporary culture, he takes a humorous,
tongue-in-cheek
approach to his designs,
including playful free-flow
artworks, colorful patterns, political art, and
graphics with text.
• MUSE ART AND
T E C H N O L O G Y
AWARD
Honoree,
Matthew Walker, PixelStix - Matthew Walker has
been a solutions architect
for over 25 years with sig-

AWAAY

nificant contributions in
Telcom and Healthcare
and playing a leadership
role in a variety of startups. His latest work has
been creating solutions to
the human experience in
an online world using the
same tools used.
The St. Petersburg
Arts Alliance strives to be
the umbrella organization
for the arts — advocating
for the arts, facilitating the
growth of the creative arts
community,
and
driving arts-related economic development in St.
Petersburg. For more information,
visit
www.stpeteartsalliance.org
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Mayor Ken Welch, city leaders break ground on Jordan Park redevelopment
ST. PETERSBURG –
Last week, Mayor Ken
Welch and other city and
county leaders and members of the St. Petersburg
Housing Authority broke
ground on a $93 million redevelopment project at Jordan Park, located near the
Deuces Ninth Avenue
South.
This will be the first time
since 2000 significant work
has been done on the historic affordable housing development. Jordan Park was
originally constructed from
1939-41 as the city’s first
African American public
housing complex. It sits on
property donated by Elder
Jordan, an icon in the city’s
Black community.
The first phase of construction in 1939 included
242 units. Another 204 units
were finished in 1941.
In 2000, most historical
units were demolished and
replaced with 237 new units,

leaving only 31 original units
from the Historic Senior Village and the old administration building, which now
serves as the Dr. Carter G.
Woodson African American
History Museum.
The new construction is
possible, in part, through $2
million in tax increment financing from the South St.
Petersburg CRA. Funding
for the project closed last
December.
“After a period of delay, Jordan Park, once revitalized, will feature a newly
debate and changes in lead- constructed 60-unit mid-rise building for seniors,
ership, a new Jordan Park is 206 renovated family units, a new maintenance
on the way,” Mayor Welch
building, and a remodeled clubhouse and
said. “As we grow, we must
management
office. The mid-rise will be built in
make sure that everyone
shares in that progress. We the area formerly known as the Historic Village
after the demolition of 31 vacant units.
should never displace those
who have worked hard and pliance Assistance Depart- three-story garden apartplayed by the rules. For too ment will inspect residential ment building, including 54
long, we have seen African- units annually for five years, one-bedroom and six twoAmerican residents dis- subject to tenant consent as bedroom units. A total of 206
placed. That will not happen part of the redevelopment.
multifamily units will unwith the residents of Jordan
The redevelopment in- dergo substantial rehabilitaPark.”
cludes the construction of tion. Of those, there will be
The city’s Codes Com- 60 new senior units within a six one-bedroom, 105 two-

bedroom, 90 three-bedroom, and five four-bedroom units.
Fifteen percent of the
units will be available to
those earning at or below 30
percent of Area Median Income (AMI), with 85 percent of the units available to
those at or below 60 percent
AMI.
Construction will prioritize employment opportunities during construction for
CRA residents. The project
also has a minimum goal of
30 percent total development costs to be paid toward
Small Disadvantaged, Minority or Women-owned
Business Enterprises.
The developer must also
prioritize employment opportunities for Jordan Park
residents, St. Petersburg
Housing Authority residents at other sites, and Section 8 and low-income
residents within the city
through its general contrac-

tor and subcontractors. The
targeted goal is 12 new
hires.
Units will include energy-efficient features such
as programmable thermostats, Energy Star ceiling
fans, exhaust fans in bathrooms, windows, refrigerators, dishwashers and
washing machines, and lowflow water fixtures in bathrooms.
“There are so many stories in the walls of these
homes. I am not ashamed of
being a product of Jordan
Park. I wear it like a badge
of honor,” said Pinellas
County
Commissioner
Rene Flowers, who grew up
in Jordan Park and now represents the area. “Because I
have an opportunity and obligation to tell the kids here
now about all of the things I
did, and they can do it too.”
“Everyone deserves
safe, clean, affordable housing,” she added.

Teaching by faith
BY DEXTER MCCREE
Feature Writer

ST. PETERSBURG – In
today’s climate, working in
education is very stressful. It
is not an easy job teaching
virtually, dealing with a pandemic, and calming students’ anxieties. It is
certainly not one for the faint
of heart. Teachers are a God
sent to help students, be a
light for them, give them
hope, and tell them they can
when all other aspects of life
tell them they can’t.
“I understand that I am
a vessel for Christ because
this is the place where he
has called me to be in this
season of my life,” said
Bobby Coston, a third-grade
teacher at Maximo Elemen-

Bobby Coston
tary. “I know that teaching is
a calling on my life, and I do
it with all my heart.”
Growing up and even in
college, being a teacher
never crossed Coston’s
mind. As a first-generation
college student, he changed

his major a few times.
“I had no idea of the career path I wanted to take. I
knew I wanted to help others; I had a passion for it,”
explained Coston.
In the summer of 2015,
before graduating from
Florida A & M University
in Tallahassee, he recognized that times were challenging and time was
running out. He had no
money, and his college internship was unpaid.
He had a friend working
as a physical education
coach at Melrose Elementary, and he told Coston
about the five so-called “failure factories” schools in St.
Pete. He mentioned they
were hiring paraprofessionals and needed people to

work and help the students.
Coston figured that he
would give it a try.
Then-principal Lakisha
(Falana) Lawson hired him
at Maximo Elementary despite what Coston believed
was a sub-par interview.
“It was horrible, but she
still gave me a chance. I am
forever thankful to Mrs.
Lawson,” explained Coston.
“I started as a paraprofessional assisting teachers and
scholars, and it dawned on
me that I love working with
and helping students and
my colleagues. This is how I
became a teacher.”
Coston is a unique commodity in education. He is a
Black male elementary
school teacher who impacts
young lives early, an or-

dained minister who loves
children. Research shows
that most students are not
exposed to Black male
teachers, and when they are,
it’s for disciplinary reasons.
He embraces the challenge.
“This is big because the
ministry is the only way I
am able to teach and do my
job. I was nominated as the
Emerging Leader Teacher
of the year in only my second year of teaching, and it
is only because of the ministry,” said Coston.
Learning about God’s
love, grace and mercy graciously given to him is how
Coston works to give that
back to others. It has
helped him work with some
of the most challenging students. He has developed pa-

tience with his students because of how patient God
was and still is with him.
“The way I prepare to
give a message on Sunday is
the same way I prepare to
teach my lessons every
day,” explained Coston. “It is
by God’s wisdom that I am
able to do my job. I am not
saying that I’m perfect at my
job because I am not, nor am
I saying that I am a perfect
person, but because Christ
forgives me, I am able to forgive my students.”
Bobby Coston, Jr. is
married to Kharissa Coston. Together they have a
six-month-old baby boy,
Bobby Coston III.
To reach Dexter McCree,
email dmccree@theweeklychallenger.com
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Young Black duo ponder escaping their joyless street corner in poetic
drama ‘Pass Over,’ at Studio@620
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Studio@620 and Outcast
Theatre Collective present a
collaborative theatrical production
of
Antoinette
Nwandu’s riveting drama
“Pass Over,” Feb. 3-13. “Pass
Over” follows two young
Black men as they ponder
their lives on a street corner,
they seem unable to escape.
Nwandu explained the
play was inspired by Samuel
Beckett’s play “Waiting for
Godot” and the Book of Exodus and that she also wrote
the play during the aftermath
of George Floyd’s murder
and the height of the Black
Lives Matter protests around
the world.
Outcast Theatre Collective approached director
Erica Sutherlin about doing
the play, and she said it was a
perfect opportunity to delve
back into theater after spending the last several years engaged in the film world.
“I read it, and immediately I was like, ‘yes’ because
it’s such a small cast, and I
didn’t want my foray back
into the world of theater to be
a large cast. I really like small

show work; you can really get
into the characters like that.”
Sutherlin said she’d also
always loved the existential
quality of “Waiting for Godot”
– which places its two lead
males in a purgatory-like setting with the sole set-piece of
a willow tree, waiting for a
mysterious person who
never shows.
“Pass Over” places its two
characters, Moses and Kitch,
on an urban street corner
where the only set piece is a
streetlamp, but rather than
waiting for a missing person,
they dream of getting off the
street and finding a better future.
“I thought it was brilliant
to have this moment where
we get to explore two Black
men sitting on the corner,
talking about the ‘Promised
Land’ – about getting off the
block, their hopes and their
dreams,” shared Sutherlin.
There is also a white
male actor who plays the part
of a thuggish police officer
(Ossifer) and also doubles as
a well-meaning but naïve
white passerby (Mister).
Nwandu’s depiction of these
two characters created a stir
in some performances in the
past, but Sutherlin said the

roles are written the way they
are because they are portrayed through the eyes and
perspectives of Moses and
Kitch.
“Mister and Ossifer are
very much caricatures of
whiteness, America, the idea
of being in prison, and freedom – this whiteness holds
your freedom and your
prison,” the director explained. She noted reviews
that brought up the representations of whiteness as troubling and stereotypical, but
Sutherlin points to the characters being part of the “surreal” and “satirical” nature of
the play.
Acknowledging
that
viewing the white characters
through a white lens will
seem odd and overdrawn,
Sutherlin noted that the point
is that the characters are
drawn as they appear to the
two Black lead characters.
“You know when I listen
to Black men talk about police officers, there is a stereotype, there is a fear that’s
attached to it, and there’s a
bigness in the fear that’s palpable.”
This leads to a feeling
about police that prevents
any interaction with them –

even relatively benign or unthreatening ones – to feel
stressed and create distrust,
she added.
Sutherlin said some of
the most interesting parts of
the play happen when Moses
and Kitch play the game
“Promised Land” — referring to Moses parting the
Red Sea in Exodus — as they
discuss what they would take
with them on their journey
there.
“It’s interesting because
there’s a profound sadness in
it … and then there’s a profound joy in it,” she said.
“Things they miss from their
childhood, beautiful moments they’d like to recapture… this idea of beauty and
freedom that they’d like to
take with them to the Promised Land.”
Cast:
Moses is portrayed by
Tron Montgomery
Kitch is alternately played
by Lance Felton and Joshua
Dupree
Mister and Ossifer are
played by Michael Menszycki
The play runs 86 minutes
without an intermission and
contains strong language.
Preview performance, All

Seats are $10; all other performances, general admission, $25.
Performance schedule
is as follows:
Opening Night Friday,
Feb. 4 @ 8 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 5 @ 8 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 6, @ 2 p.m.
with post performance talkback
Thursday, Feb. 10 @
8 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 11 @ 8 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 12 @
8 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 13 @ 2 p.m.
with post-performance talkback
Post-performance
talkbacks
Sunday matinee performances will have panel
discussions immediately following the performance to
fully explore the meaning of
“Pass Over” and relevant
themes. These community
conversations will be moderated around specific topics:
Sunday, Feb. 6 — Deconstructing the Block & the
Black Male
Sunday, Feb. 13 — Slur
& Slang in Pop Culture
Masks must be worn in
the building.
About Outcast Theatre

Collective

Lance Felton (left) and
Tron Montgomery
rehearsing for the play
Pass Over,” which
follows two young
Black men as they
ponder their lives on a
street corner, they
seem unable to
escape.
The Outcast Theatre Collective is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit. They create at the
intersection of art and social
justice. Its mission is to enhance local theatrical diversity by facilitating the
professional development of
artists from marginalized
communities. Learn more at
www.outcasttheatre.org.

Rev. J.C. Pritchett II becomes first Black president of Tiger Bay
PRESIDENT, from front page

respected; we have an
award named after her at
Tiger Bay.”
For Pritchett, Tiger
Bay symbolizes “a seat at
the table.”
“Tiger Bay is where
you gather to discuss politics. And politics is not a
dirty word; it’s a good
word,” he noted. “It
means, how are we going
to live in a community in a
society together? How are
we gonna make decisions
and have [better] policies
and legislation?”
The
organization’s
new president is also completely clear on the history of the organization
and the reasons Black
membership – and leadership – is critical to its future.
“There hasn’t been an
African-American president [at Tiger Bay] because it has been a place
of power and prestige that
met at the Yacht Club on

the water. Because the
history of this country,
the history of this state,
the history of this city is
one of segregation, and
benefitting off the back of
enslaved people.”
Tiger Bay, he added,
has been a place where
public servants met with
the business community
and the academic community, heard speakers, and
made important decisions
“in fellowship.”
As president, Pritchett
was forceful in his assertion that “if African Americans are going to change
the conditions of our people, we need to be at the
table. I’ve always believed
in being at the table,
where decisions have
been made and where information
has
been
shared — whether that’s a
yacht club, on a golf
course, or at happy hour.”
As a long-time member, Pritchett served as a

board member and treasurer before being elected
president. Today, he
mused, “The boy from
Childs Park who used to
sell the Evening Independent in front of a yacht club
is now the president of
Tiger Bay.”
Pritchett
estimates
that Tiger Bay’s Black
membership currently
hovers around 8-10 percent of the membership
and believes the numbers
should be higher. At $100
a year, he said, the membership is worth it, for the
access to information and
potential partners and allies that can be gained.
“The access to other
thinkers and dreamers
and movers and shakers,
and your elected officials
is worth it,” he asserted.
Still, he said, “the reality is that we know that
some African Americans
were not comfortable
going to the Yacht Club

because of what it represented. There was a time
when African Americans
and Jews and women
were not welcome at the
Yacht Club and many
other spaces of privilege
in the South.”
While he acknowledged that there would be
meetings at the Yacht
Club in the future, the sessions will move around
the county since the chapter is the Suncoast chapter and represents all of
Pinellas.
Pritchett believes that
African Americans are
deeply invested in many In 2021, history was made at The Suncoast Tiger
of the critical issues that Bay Club when for the first time in its 43 years of
will be up for discussion existence, it elected a Black person to the office
during Tiger Bay sesof president, Rev J.C. Pritchett II.
sions, including transportation
issues, conversational first has al- recruitment, lagging eqTropicana Field redevel- ready been scheduled, uity in education, and diopment, crime, environ- which will bring together versity in staffing.
For more information
mental
issues,
and leaders of several major
higher education institu- on joining Suncoast Tiger
education.
And in fact, said the tions to discuss increas- Bay, visit tigerbay.org.
enrollment,
new president, another ing

From a Teen’s Perspective
The Underground Railroad
BY DACIA JACKSON
Teen Journalist

“If you hear the dogs, keep
going. If you see the torches in
the woods, keep going. If
there’s shouting after you, keep
going. Don’t ever stop. Keep
going. If you want a taste of
freedom, keep going.” — Harriet Tubman
As we enter Black History month, it is essential to
look to the future of equality
as much as the fight it took
to get where we are. The battle for justice is not nearly
over, but we have come a
long way. Though the Underground Railroad was
only a part of the fight for
freedom, it was still an important part that led up to
the Civil War, which ended
slavery.
Defined by History.com:
“The Underground Railroad
was a network of people,
African American as well as
white, offering shelter and
aid to escaped enslaved people from the South.”
As they put it, it acted as
a bridge between enslavement and liberity. The Underground Railroads were
not actually railroads. They

were paths, signs, songs,
and quilts that showed
where danger was and
where freedom could be
found.
When you think about it,
the Underground Railroad
was primarily made up of
conductors — the same conductors who saved approximately 100,000 enslaved
persons from servitude.
Three of the most famous
conductors were Harriet
Tubman, Fredrick Douglass, and John Brown.
Harriet Tubman has
been recognized for her daring missions to help the enslaved
escape
from
plantations all over southeast
America. Some sources
even described her as the
first Black female spy, and
others referred to her as
“Moses.”
Her mission for freedom
started with freeing her family; however, after creating a
new identity in Pennsylvania,
she decided to go back and
save others. It was clear to
Tubman that she could help
others escape to a better life.
Tubman led and completed a total of 19 trips back
and forth to free the en-

slaved, helping more than
300 people become free
Black men and women.
Tubman later met Fredrick
Douglas and John Brown
throughout her trips. This
was the beginning of a
friendship with Douglass
that lasted until his death.
Harriet Tubman also
worked as a cook and nurse,
then a scout and spy, to finally become the first
woman to lead an expedition
with armed soldiers, liberating 700 enslaved persons.
Douglass was another
famous conductor on the
Underground Railroad. He
escaped enslavement at 16
after several failed attempts.
After marrying his wife, he
joined an anti-slavery society
and became a well-known
author.
He wrote several books,
including the influential
book “Narrative of the Life of
Frederick Douglass.” This
book was supportive of the
abolitionist movement and
still encourages people to
fight for justice. In addition,
it provides us with a firsthand perspective of what
slavery and living after slavery was like.

It is often referred to
when talking about the Underground Railroad and the
road to freedom. During the
Civil War, Douglass, along
with many conductors,
worked tirelessly to bring
freedom to the enslaved, as
well as the right to vote.
Finally, Brown was an
abolitionist and conductor.
As a youth, Brown’s home
was a safe house for the enslaved as they slept during
the day and traveled on the
railroad during the night.
At 16, Brown left his family home to go to college to
become a minister. He eventually left school and became
a tanner. After several professional changes, Brown built
a house and barn in Pennsylvania with hidden rooms. It
is reported that he helped
thousands of enslaved individuals on their journey to
freedom.
In 1859, Brown and 21
men (16 white and 5 Black)
seized control of a U.S. armory in Harpers Ferry, Va.,
and held a few enslavers
hostage. The fight to keep
these hostages proved
harder than capturing them,
resulting in Brown’s capture

Dacia Jackson

The subservient Black
yard ornaments were
used as markers
throughout the
Underground Railroad.
If a green ribbon were
tied to the arms of the
statue, it meant safety,
and if a red ribbon
were present, it meant
to keep going.
and the deaths of 10 of his
men, including two of his
sons. Five of the men escaped the seven were captured and hanged.
Brown was found guilty
of treason and hanged.
Of course, many conductors fought tirelessly for
freedom and justice. Talking
about three specific conductors is not an accurate description or account of the

bravery of all conductors.
Nonetheless, it is a peek into
the Underground Railroad.
From a teen’s perspective, learning more about
our history and the journey
taken makes me appreciative of the resources and opportunities we currently
have. In closing, we should
all reflect on these brave individuals who risked their
lives to help others. Selfless
individuals who will forever
be remembered. Heroes!
Dacia Jackson is a teen
journalist, author, and artist
with aspirations of becoming
an attorney. She is currently
pursuing an interest in journalism while attending a
Florida online school. Dacia
is honest, ambitious, and
tenacious, so her column will
always be truthful, extraordinarily unique, and hopefully
impactful.
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Pinellas County African American History Museum presents
‘Living Legends’ exhibit, ‘Jim Crow Era’ talk
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

CLEARWATER – The
Pinellas County African
American History Museum at The Curtis
(PCAAHM) serves as a
repository of historical
and cultural information
and physical artifacts relating to African Americans in Florida. The
museum is located in the
former segregation-era
school for Black children,
Curtis
Elementary
School,
named
for
renowned educator S.W.
Curtis.
Currently on exhibit at
the museum is “Living
Legends and Lives of
African Americans in Entertainment (1850-1970),”
a collection on loan from
historian and avid collector Willis Hakim Jones of

Savannah, Ga.
“Living Legends” is
the second Willis Hakim
Jones exhibit acquired by
PCAAHM, noted the museum’s co-founder and director Sandra Rooks. “We
had already acquired his
exhibit on the Gullah
Geechee culture in 2019;
his wide collection of artifacts are even in the National Museum of African
American History and
Culture,” she shared.
PCAAHM acquired
the exhibit as part of
Florida African American
Heritage
Preservation
Network (FAAHPN), a
professional museum and
historical preservation association with over 40 museums throughout the
state. The network’s mission is to promote the
preservation of AfricanAmerican landmarks and

legacies
and
assist
statewide museums in discovering, archiving, and
illuminating
African
American contributions
and experiences while
serving as a public resource through tourism
and education.
The network helps
find exhibits like this one
and supports the costs incurred in the laborious
and costly packing and
transfer of artifacts, art,
and research materials.
Rooks co-founded the
museum with Dr. Randy
Lightfoot, who explained
that the “Living Legends”
exhibit examines the important contributions that
early African-American
entertainers and businesspeople made in the
face of racism, opposition,
and few resources.
“The exhibit shows
Through March 1, the Pinellas County African American History
Museum presents “Living Legends and Lives of African Americans in
Entertainment (1850-1970),” a collection on loan from historian
and avid collector Willis Hakim Jones of Savannah, Ga.
how we were able to overcome, and, despite all the
things that the performers had to go through,
they did quality work.
And after they did their
quality work, of course,
the larger companies
came in and bought them
out, and they were the
ones that made the big
profits,” Lightfoot relayed.
Willis Hakim Jones
shared an example of this
during the talk he presented virtually for the
opening
at
PCAAHM/Curtis
Mu-
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seum. Jones describes
how Black Swan Records
was started by a Black
man named Harry Pace in
1921 in New York City’s
Harlem.
While Black Swan was
the label that actually released the 1921 Ethel Waters hit “Down Home
Blues,” the cost of recording and distribution was
too much for the Blackowned record company.
Once white record companies such as Paramount
and Columbia got in the
Black music business,
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with their extensive resources and connections,
Black Swan was forced
out of business within
only two years, selling its
catalog to Paramount.
“Living Legends and
Lives of African Americans in Entertainment
(1850-1970)” exhibit is on
display through March 1.
The museum is open on
Tuesdays,
Thursdays,
and Saturdays from 10-2
p.m., or Fridays by appointment only.
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Celebrating the legacy of Black business owners and the
African-American entrepreneurial experience
BY YOLANDA GOODLOE
COWART
Contributor

Do you ever look at the
African-American experience and feel pride in all
that we’ve managed to accomplish? For example,
Blacks are faced with constant change and challenges in the business
arena. While managing and
operating any business is
tough,
people
of
color face many unique obstacles.
Black business owners
are often marginalized and
hindered from accessing financing. In today’s economy, an astounding 17
percent of Black women
are starting or running a
new business. Given that 61
percent of them are forced
to self-fund their total startup capital, this is a significant accomplishment for
the Black business community.
When you look at the
systemic barriers Black
business owners face to
start and scale their businesses, the challenges of financial instability, and
pressures to succeed, you
will
understand
the
courage and commitment
that is required to become
a business owner, and why
they should be celebrated
during Black History
Month.
Some may even argue
that it is frankly shocking
that minorities strive to become business owners at
all. But not only are they
overcoming all these various challenges, but they
are also doing so with little
to no outside support.
Celebrating the Black
business community

The Harvard Business
Review released a report
in 2021 revealing that the
percentage of Black
women who are in the
process of starting or running a new business is
higher than that of white
women (10 percent) and
white
men
(15
percent). Note that this
occurred during a pandemic when 41 percent of
Black-owned U.S. businesses closed.
According to an article
by McKinsey and Company entitled “Building
supportive ecosystems for
Black-owned US businesses,” 20 percent of
Black Americans start
businesses.
Because
healthy Black-owned businesses could be a critical
step towards closing the
Black-white wealth gap in
this country, the Black
community and the nation
stand to benefit from more
minority entrepreneurs
running viable businesses.
Truth be told, the first
beneficiary of Blackowned businesses and entrepreneurs
is
the
community. A prime example
of
that
is
Bronzeville, a district in
Chicago that used to be a
thriving neighborhood
known as the “Black Metropolis.” It had a flourishing economy between the
1910s and 1950s and was
Chicago’s epicenter of
Black working, middle,
and upper-class culture
and establishments.
Nearly all the businesses in the neighborhood were Black-owned
and operated in a relatively self-contained economy. Residents shopped

in Black-owned stores,
worked at Black-owned
companies,
purchased
food at Black-owned grocery stores, and put their
savings in Black-owned
banks.
Later, to help the local
economy, the government
brought larger, newer
chain stores, supermarkets, and banks into the
neighborhood. As the
newer companies were invading Bronzeville, they
did not recruit Black
workers for management
roles or other key positions of responsibility.
While providing lower
consumer prices, these
chains eventually pushed
out the Black-owned businesses because they could
not compete. The former
business owners were
forced to leave Bronzeville
for other cities searching
for work, and the community gradually lost its
Black middle-class community.
Black-owned
businesses invest in the communities where they are
located, not only by providing needed services or
by boosting the local economy but also through job
creation for the residents.
Challenges
facing
the Black business
community
While a large percentage of Black people are
starting businesses, only
four percent of BlackAmerican
businesses
make it past the start-up
stage into mature companies. A significant reason
for this is that Black businesses struggle to access
financing. This has become so prevalent that

Black and other marginalized business owners are
almost 50 percent as likely
as their white counterparts to receive full financing even with strong
personal credit.
For the four percent of
these businesses that
make it to maturity, Blackowned businesses disproportionately struggle with
debt
and
raising
capital. Nearly 30 percent
of these companies spent
more than half of their revenue to service their debt
in 2019. Another challenge for Black business
owners is their reluctance
to use professional services due to the expense,
inaccessibility, and mistrust. Only 58 percent
sought professional services; in contrast, 70 percent of white business
owners utilized them.
According to McKinsey and Company, Black
business owners face the
following barriers, which
are linked to racial biases
and discrimination in the
United States:
• Economic barriers
relate to disempowerment
and the cost related to the
low starting levels of capital
• Market barriers are
associated with unaddressed needs, often associated with access to
capital, expertise, and
services
• Sociocultural barriers encompass the biased
and exclusionary ways in
which Black entrepreneurs are more likely to
be blocked from gaining
social capital, such as beneficial relationships that
make up business networks

• Institutional barriers
are the systems in which
Black-owned businesses
operate and include factors as basic as their locations
Black business owners
face a myriad of challenges, some self-inflicted,
such as the lack of strategic relationships (business
coaching, mentors, or networks) and some that result
from
systemic
discrimination and racial
biases.
The future of the
Black business community
The
Black-white
wealth gap in the United
States will cost the economy between $1 trillion to
$1.5 trillion per year by
2028. Healthy Blackowned businesses are key
to closing this gap. Suppose minority businesses
can reach just the average
revenue of white-owned
businesses (this does not
include publicly held companies), that would equal
an additional $200 billion
in recurring direct revenues. This would mean a
$190 billion increase in the
gross domestic product
(GDP).
The need for Blackowned businesses is not
simply a racial issue. It’s

not just about the positive
impact it will have on
Black communities. It’s
not just about the impact it
will have on job creation
within said communities.
It’s not just about increasing the number of minorities in the middle to
upper-income tax brackets. However, we stand to
gain from all those benefits and more.
An increase of healthy
black-owned businesses
benefits the entire nation. Economic growth, a
benefit of increasing the
GDP, benefits everyone regardless of color, as it
leads to higher incomes,
reduced poverty, better
education, and increased
life expectancy.
Black business owners
need financial support and
resource support to start
and sustain their businesses. Entrepreneurship
impacts their mental
health as they navigate
systemic barriers as they
scale their businesses to
meet the challenges of financial instability and the
pressures to succeed.
Yolanda Goodloe Cowart is a PTAC specialist at
the Florida PTAC at Pinellas County Economic Development. Learn more at
sbdctampabay.com/ptac.
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‘Rebirth the Hood!’
BY DEXTER MCCREE
Feature Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Imagine growing up in
the hood that had a sense
of family, unity and exposure to caring elders that
had relationships with
each other. That neighborhood was a protected
training ground that
taught respect and character. The elderly were
revered, and the youth
cherished. The environment developed professionals and community
leaders who learned their
craft through senior leadership that taught the
younger ones, while storytelling provided history
lessons.

Well, Shaquill and
Shaquem Griffin, who are
products of that not-so
imaginary hood, were in
town last month to give
back to the neighborhood
that helped mold them.
The Griffins view their
hood as an environment
with people of courageous
dreams.
One phone call from
Shaquem Griffin to his
mother Tangie Griffin set
into motion the Griffin
twins’ passion for their
community and appreciation for what it had contributed.
Tangie Griffin’s baby
boy called her up, saying,
“Mom, Shaquill, and I
want to gather kids together from the commu-

nity, and we want to do an
event to put a smile on
their faces, have lots of
fun, and give them
prizes,” said Shaquem
Griffin, the younger of the
NFL superstar twins.
She openly obliged
with a smile on her face,
sensing that her sons,
who made it from the
hood to the National Football League, have giving
hearts. Thinking that they
were speaking of an event
a few weeks away, to her
surprise, the reference
was for the weekend, a
few days later. Mom
sprung into action along
with her support team to
make “Rebirth the Hood”
happen.
The twins, Shaquem
and Shaquill, as they are
affectionately called in the
Tampa Bay area, have a
heart and vision for the
youth in St Petersburg.
Violence has long been
prevalent, with far too
many shootings and
killings in the community.
The Griffins want to
promote cease-fire, nonviolence and positivity. “Rebirth the Hood” gave
them a chance to speak to
youth about their positive
message.
“We have an opportunity to give assistance to
our home city. We envision building a gym to
serve more than just athletes. The program will be
a mentorship haven
where other athletes and
colleagues who have done
well can come back and
help our youth,” said
Shaquem.
“We want to educate
on mental health, vision
planning, financial literacy, and growth, how to
manage money, save and

invest. We have been fortunate to travel the world
and see different countries. We want to share
the lessons of that experience with others. Everyone needs positivity.
When you gain knowledge, don’t hide it,” added
Shaquill.
The community event
had food, Nike gear,
games, music, autographs, a car give-a-way,
and a message of hope.
Kayla Teartt attended
the event. She grew up in
the Campbell Park area
and brought her two
daughters to meet the
players.
“It’s nice to see the
players giving back to the
community. It was great
seeing them today, and I
thanked them for the food
and clothes. They are excellent examples for our
community,” said Teartt.
Sean Drouin, a 20-year
employee of the City of St.
Petersburg, shared the experience with his 5-yearold son Daniel. Drouin is
very much aware of the
Griffins’ impact working
with the youth.
“It feels good to see
youth that you’ve watched
grow up to give back and
be role models for youth
coming up. The outfits
they issued are very nice,
but their gesture is impactful, said Drouin.”
Greg Gainer learned
of the event through his
son Jamir who runs track
for St. Pete Nitro, the
track club that the
Griffins founded in 2010.
Jamir is thankful for the
Nike gear, food, and
games. However, he is
more impressed by the
Griffins’ dedication to the
track club.

Shaquill and Shaquem Griffin posing
with future twin NFL superstars
“We see how hard
they work and the expectation that they have for
us to work on the track.
We see their commitment, so we also have to
be just as committed.
They make me love what
I do,” said Gainer.
Shaquem and Shaquill
Griffin believe the National Football League has

obligated them to teach
what they have learned
and to share the knowledge that they have
gained. The urgency in
organizing the event is
synonymous with the importance of doing things
right now.
To reach Dexter McCree, email dmccree@theweeklychallenger.com
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Arts Business Academy for
Creative Artists
ST. PETERSBURG –
The St. Petersburg Arts
Alliance presents the annual Arts Business Academy
for
emerging
creative
businesses,
artists, musicians and
writers. This certificate
course
will
provide
artists, musicians, writers, graphic designers
with the skillsets and confidence to launch an arts
business career. Local
arts professionals and
business leaders will provide training on topics, including defining your
goal as an artist, pricing,
marketing, media and
banking.
The Arts Alliance collaborates with St. Petersburg
College’s
Workforce, Community,
& Corporate Partnerships. In addition to the
sessions, participants will
have access to SPC’s supplemental
non-credit
workforce
training
courses. These non-credit
courses will help participants develop their professional
skill
sets,
including effective communication, writing skills,
and the essentials of marketing.

C ONN ECT W ITH U S !

“The St. Petersburg
Arts Alliance is committed to professional arts
education to support the
growing numbers of
artist-entrepreneurs who
drive our creative economy,” SPAA Director
Tracy Kennard said. “And
thanks to our Arts Business Resource Center
supporters,
we
are
thrilled to offer scholarships so that the academy
remains financially accessible to all.”
The cost for the series
is $199 per person and includes six highly interactive Zoom sessions plus
three online classes. Limited full scholarships are
available for artists with financial needs — email

tracy@stpetear tsalliance.org for a scholarship application. Sessions
will be held on Wednesday afternoons beginning
February 9 from 1-2:30
p.m. on Zoom.
The Arts Academy is
a program of SPAA’s Arts
Resource Center, made
possible with support
from Duke Energy Foundation, the Robert and
Toni Bader Foundation,
the TD Charitable Foundation, and the St. Pete
Greenhouse, all helping
to create entrepreneurial
opportunities and financial stability, for our creative community.
For more information
and to register, please
visit STPE.CO/ABA
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Mayor Welch raises Black History Month flag in
history-making ceremony

Jamaica Vybz Grille brings authentic Caribbean
cuisine to Clearwater

HISTORY, from front page

GRILLE, from front page

praised the previous administration led by Rick
Kriseman and the city
council for asking the “uncomfortable but necessary questions.” Welch
said now that we have the
answers, “we must be resolved to do the necessary work to build a
foundation of lasting equity for our city.”
“Standing here at City
Hall today, we celebrate
our progress, we honor
Black history, and we also
look forward to the real
work of building opportunities for all, creating a
culture of intentional equity and inclusive governance,” he said.
Issues of affordable
housing, safe neighborhoods, youth opportunities, environmental and
social resiliency, women’s
rights, human rights, civil
rights, voting rights, and
justice reform cannot be
addressed by the status
quo, he stressed, adding
that for the good of our
entire city, “we must continue to work for the day
when all who call St. Petersburg home share equitably in the prosperity of
our city.”
“This month, we recognize and celebrate
Black history and the
legacy of St. Petersburg’s
Black pioneers, which is
woven into our city’s history,” the mayor said. “As
we write the next chapter
in our history, let us remember that by working
together, we will honor
our past and build a more
inclusive and equitable future for all.”
Terri Lipsey Scott, executive director of the

a restaurant.
Taver
McEachron
had already been a chef
for seven years when he
told his younger brother
he wanted to open his
“own little Jamaican
restaurant.”
Reece
McEachron finished his
bachelor’s degree in the
Caribbean when his
brother asked him to
draft a business plan.
“I was like, yeah, why
not?” laughed Reece
McEachron, who acknowledged that there
were pros and cons to attempting to open during
the pandemic. “But I’m
like, you’re my brother.
So, I’ll support you and
help you.”
An uncle in New York
City also lent a hand as
Reece McEachron relocated to Florida, finishing
his degree online.
Today the younger
brother manages the
restaurant while Taver
McEachron continues to
balance two jobs to help
make ends meet. Reece
McEachron noted that
Taver’s wife Diandra also
played a significant role in
the restaurant’s coming to
fruition. In fact, it was
Diandra who counseled
the brothers to select their
present location over another larger venue down
the street.
“She was like, start
small and make a name for
yourself … and when you
get the crowd that you
need, you can move,”
Reece acknowledged. As it
turned out, it was a brilliant recommendation, especially since the previous
owner and restaurateur of
their present location left
them lots of necessary

Woodson Museum, said
that the desire and tenacious efforts of Dr. Carter
G. Woodson to launch
Negro History Week in
1926 could not be understated. Woodson, commonly recognized as the
father of Black history,
chose February to encompass the birthdays of two
Americans who played
prominent roles in shaping Black history, Abraham Lincoln (Feb. 12) and
Frederick Douglass (Feb.
14).
“Four years shy of a
century, we are still faced
with a longing desire for
Black history to be
taught, appreciated, celebrated, and included in
the annals of American
stories,” she said.
The Carter G. Woodson flag was first raised
over City Hall in 2016 by
then-Mayor Kriseman,
Scott said, but noted that
this year’s event held a
special significance.
“Today is the first time
in our country’s history
that an African-American
mayor will raise a flag in

honor of Dr. Carter G.
Woodson’s legacy and
Black history month over
a governmental entity,”
she said.
Scott recalled her time
as a city employee over 30
years ago, working with
who was then the city’s
only
African-American
elected official, David
Welch — the current
mayor’s father. David
Welch was a city council
member and served as
vice mayor and even ran
for mayor himself, unsuccessfully.
“His words on those
steps, even then, were, ‘I
want this city to become a
better place for my children and my children’s
children,’” she said. “I
think he knew how
prophetic those words
were because when becoming mayor was no
longer
his
personal
dream, he began to imagine it for his son. Mayor
Welch, I think I can personally speak on behalf of
your daddy, for this day he
would say, ‘Son, you’ve
done me proud!’”

equipment – cutting the
cost of the brothers’ financial outlay for setup.
Diandra, who grew up
in the states, also advised
them on what areas in
Tampa Bay already had
Caribbean restaurants and
which ones needed good
island cuisine. They settled on Clearwater after
their research led them to
agree that Tampa, St. Pete,
and even Tarpon Springs
already had the Jamaican
food niche covered.
Reece relayed that the
restaurant was an immediate hit with a good opening weekend – even
without any marketing.
The restaurant has kept
them so busy that they still
haven’t done the marketing they planned.
It’s also clear that the
community has responded
enthusiastically, he added,
saying that it’s shown
them nothing but love.
Reece said locals have
even encouraged him to
“go down on the beach in
summer and pass out flyers” because they really
want the restaurant to survive.
The brother said there
hasn’t been a Jamaican
restaurant in Clearwater

15

for a while; in fact, one patron told him, “The last
time they Jamaican restaurant here was when he was
a child.” The restaurant’s
clientele has been a wide
mix of everything from
neighborhood families and
hospital workers to post office and police department
employees.
Reece McEachron’s
congenial personality and
excellent memory are also
a plus; he mentioned some
regulars by name and
could even recall their favorite dishes.
“They want us to stay
here, so I think that we are
well received,” he smiled.
Top-notch food, a cool
vibe, and the sultry sounds
of Jamaica add to the dining-in experience, and so
far, he said, they’ve enjoyed
a busy phone-order-andpickup business as well.
Jamaica Vybz Grille is
located at 623 Cleveland St.
in Clearwater and is open
Tuesday – Thursday 11-8
p.m., Friday and Saturday
11-9 p.m., closed Sunday
and Monday. For more information, visit jamaicavybzgrille.com.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311

First Baptist Institutional Church

Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study .......................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ...............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
Sunday Worship Service .................................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Small Group Bible Study ..............................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor
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Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

Sunday Worship Service ....................10:15 a.m.
Sunday School .....................................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday)..................7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday) ....................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House To The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

Welcome – Bienvenidos
ST. AUGUSTINE’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Joyful Spirit, Joyful Jazz
2920 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg 33712
727-867-6774
StAugustine@tampabay.rr.com

The Rev. Josie Rose,
Priest-in-Charge

Please join us on our Zoom Ministry Line:
Meeting ID: 226-033-6850 Dial-in #: 1-929-436-2866
Sunday Prayer Service: 9:00 a. m.
Sunday Church School: 9:15 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service: 10:00 a.m.
Tuesday Bible Study: 7:00 p.m.

Sunday Communion and Worship Service 9:00 a.m.
Communion and Healing Service 11:00 a.m. Tuesdays

First Mount Pilgrim Evangelical
Missionary Baptist Church

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

But for me and my house, we will serve the Lord

(727) 327-8708

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Victory Christian Center Church

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Bro. Robert Smith

Reverend
Darrel W. Davis, Sr.
Pastor - Teacher

Sunday Bible Class (All Ages)
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Morning Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

It’s OK, and everything is going to be OK

know that it’s going to be
OK. But while you wait, and
in the meantime, know that
it’s OK to cry and feel whatever that you need to feel
until you come to the place
where everything becomes
OK. It may take some time,
and it may take some getting
used to, but Dear Reader, I
want you to know that one
day soon, everything is
going to be OK. I’m praying
for you, and I truly hope that
you will remain hopeful despite the circumstances that
caused you to feel hopeless.
I know what it feels like to be
hopeless, but I also know
what it feels like to continue
to hope that one day soon
everything will be OK.
Dear Reader, trust God
even in the most difficult
places, for He will see to it
that you make it to the desti-

Sunday Worship Services

Sunday School 9:30 am • Worship Service 11:00 am
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7 pm
Bible Study Wednesday 7:30 pm

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Dear Reader:

Dear Reader,
I’m not sure how my
words will find you when
you read them, but I pray
that they find you well and
bring you hope and perspective.
It’s OK, it’s OK that it
didn’t work out, it’s OK to
take some time for yourself,
and it’s OK to choose a new
direction.
As I began to reflect and
ponder this week, Dear
Reader, concerning what I
would write to you, I could
hear these words, simply
stated, “It’s OK,” and I would
like to let you know that it is
OK – but not only is it OK,
everything is going to be
OK.
It might not seem that
way right now, and perhaps
you may be finding yourself
in a place where you need to

2700 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33715
727-320-2709
lpdavismemorial@gmail.com

20th Street
Church Of Christ

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.Victorychristiancenterchurch.org

Donn & Jean
Freshler

Joshua 24:15

Sunday Worship Services 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) .................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..4:00 p.m.

nation of His promises. I
want you to know that you
are not alone, and it is my
prayer that this column will
make you feel as though you
have a place to belong and
somewhere to call home.
Share your story and
prayer requests at SenecaHoward.com/contact, and
our team will be sure to keep
you lifted in our prayers.
P.S., Yours Truly,
The Writer Seneca
Howard
www.SenecaHoward.com
About
Seneca
Howard
Seneca Howard is a pastor, author, mentor, and motivational speaker who
inspires the lives of others
through crisis ministry,
counsel, and personal development.

..........8:30 a.m.
..........9:45 a.m.
.........6:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
........10:00 a.m.
............7:00 p.m.

Pray for our Country

Pray for our Country
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
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THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.friendshipstpetersburg.org
Email: fmbc3300@outlook.com
YouTube: FMBC The Ship

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2022

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EXPERIENCES
Sunday Worship ............................................................8:45 a.m. “The Hour of Power”
Sunday School.........................................................................................................8:00 a.m.
Wednesday in the Word........................................................................................................
12:30 p.m. via ZOOM - ACCESS CODE: 599-819-6863 PASSWORD: 778769
7:00 p.m. via ZOOM - ACCESS CODE: 509-102-8823 PASSWORD: THESHIP
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

Pastor’s Corner

BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
TODAY’S CHURCH Tampa Bay

Forgiving God
“For if you forgive other
people when they sin against
you, your heavenly Father
will
also
forgive
you (Matthew 6:14).”
It was challenging for
me to embrace the Divine
idea that there is only One
Power and One Presence in
the Universe, God, the
Good, Omnipotence. I had
two gods: The Good God, Jehovah, and the bad god, the
devil. Jehovah received all
the praise, and the devil got
all the blame. When I
stopped giving place to the
devil in my thoughts, words,
and actions, I had One
Source, God (Ephesians
5:29). Without the devil to
blame, I was forced to face
my anger with God and ultimately learned to forgive

God.
Although God had not
sinned or done anything
wrong, I still needed to forgive God because, in many
cases, I felt that God had
done me wrong. Because I
felt that way, I needed to forgive God and “let go” of that
erroneous idea so that I
could be in an authentic and
intimate relationship with
God. When I forgave God for
allowing situations to happen
in my life, I was also able to
forgive myself for my reaction to these situations and
take more responsibility for
my life. As I let it go, I was
able to see more clearly
God’s Divine Purpose for my
life and realize that everything was in Divine Order.
Forgiveness is the cor-

nerstone of any healthy relationship. It is important to
build forgiveness in every
relationship because, in
every relationship, you will
experience the four primary
emotions: glad, sad, mad,
and afraid. Don’t wait until
someone does something to
forgive them. Set your heart
on forgiveness to prepare
from the very start before it
happens. Whether things
occur intentionally or unintentionally, forgiveness is required for every person in
your life, including yourself
and God.
Using the Prayer Tool of
Forgiving as symbolized by
the vice grip pliers, forgive
God for anything that happened in your past that you
did not like.

Exclamation Point Prayers!
“When the crowds heard
this, they were astonished at
his teaching (Matthew
22:33).”
Prayer causes you to
have moments that you describe with exclamation
points. There are several
one-word prayers to express
when the light bulb goes off,
and you get it. “Aha!” “
Wow!” “OMG!” You have Divine moments all the time,
but when you realize it, you
say, “Aha!” God always to
you, but when you finally understand what God has been
saying to you the whole time,
you respond with “Wow!”
There were times throughout your life when you experienced Divine intervention

or a burst of inspiration, and
you said, “OMG! “
The freedom to establish a personal relationship
with God in your communication style deserves an exclamation point. There are
no religious rituals procedures that limit or govern
your prayers. “Aha!” You
can pray at any time. There
is no set hour that you must
pray or any time of day that
restricts your prayers.
“Wow!” You can pray anywhere (I Timothy 2:8). You
can pray in church, at home,
on the job, in the streets, or
wherever else you desire.
“OMG!”
You can pray in any posture. You can pray sitting

down, standing up, walking,
kneeling, bowing, lying
prostrate, with your legs
crossed or any other posture that is comfortable for
you. “Aha!” You can pray
alone (Matthew 14:23). You
can pray with another person or with two other people
for agreement (Matthew
18:19). You can pray in small
groups or large crowds.
“Wow!” You can pray with
words or in silence. You can
pray by writing or singing.
“OMG!”
Using the Prayer tool of
Writing and Journaling as
symbolized
by
the
pencil, describe how your
understanding of prayer is
growing and changing.

INSPIRATIONS
BY DIERDRE DOWNING-JACKSON

It is good to remember
Dear LORD, I want to remember
to be an instrument used by YOU. I repent of my sins in JESUS name. Thank
You for Your precious grace and
mercy in my life. It is good to remember to “Let the words of my mouth and
the meditation of my heart be acceptable in thy sight O LORD, You are my
strength and my redeemer.”
It is good to remember to watch
and pray, as the Holy Spirit leads,
guides, directs and protects you. It is
good to remember to honor your father and mother in the LORD, so that
your days may be long. It is good to remember that we are clay, and that
GOD is our potter. It is good to remember to trust HIM to mold and
make us after HIS will. It is good to remember that what comes out of our
mouths and our hearts manifest on
this earth. It is good to remember that
one should treat another as they also
want to be treated and to be kind to
everyone.
It is good to remember to forgive
and to be forgiven. It is good to re-

member to share your joy and your
sorrows with the LORD. It is good to
remember to rest in GOD’s blessed
assurance. It is good to remember to
be an instrument used by GOD to
spread the good news of HIS Son
JESUS CHRIST. It is good to remember to pray without ceasing and to be
humble. It is good to remember to be
grateful for the good and the bad. It is
good to remember to make peace
with those who have hurt you and
those whom you have hurt. It is good
to remember to rejoice in the LORD
every day. It is good to remember to
be giving and to let go of the past.
It is good to trust in GOD always,
no matter what task you may face. It is
good to remember to repent and to let
go of hurt and to help others and not
just yourself. It is good to remember
to be an instrument that your GOD
can trust and to teach others the way
of unconditional love. It is good to remember to be corrected and to speak
the truth in love. It is good to remember not to harbor anger and wrath; that

is for GOD up above. It is good to remember to be strengthened by
GOD’s Holy Word. It is good to remember to be like JESUS, the Heavenly Father’s greatest instrument. It is
good to remember the love JESUS
shared, and to demonstrate HIS goodness in everything and everywhere. It
is good to remember the truth will set
you free and to worship the LORD in
spirit and in truth. It is good to remember to praise GOD’s Holy name forever and the privilege it is to serve only
HIM.
Let my life always reflect Your Will
and Your Way LORD JESUS and to always be grateful for blessing my life
with this journey for You.
It is good to remember to stand,
to pray and to walk by faith. In JESUS
name, it is Always GOOD to REMEMBER.” AMEN
“I will bless the LORD at all times,
HIS praise shall continually be in my
mouth.” Psalm 34:1
“Abide in me, and I in you...” St.
John 15:4
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Living
his
story.
This Black History Month,
we celebrate the people and
historic places that help shape new
culinary traditions. Join pioneering
chefs and restauranteurs in exploring
WKHFRPPXQLWLHVWKDWGHñQHGWKHLU
journeys and continue to inspire
future generations.
Watch now at
publix.com/blackhistorymonth

Zak Wallace
Owner of Local Green Atlanta

